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A Molecular Target for Viral Killer Toxin:
TOK1 Potassium Channels

viral transcription, replication, and encapsulation (Icho
and Wickner, 1989). M1 is a 1.8 kb satellite that carries
the determinants for toxicity and immunity in a single

Aamir Ahmed,*§ Federico Sesti,*§ Nitza Ilan,*
Theodore M. Shih,* Stephen L. Sturley,†
and Steve A. N. Goldstein*‡

open reading frame that encodes a K1 preprotoxin pep-*Departments of Pediatrics and Cellular
tide (Thiele and Leibowitz, 1982; Bostian et al., 1984;and Molecular Physiology
Skipper et al., 1984). The precursor peptide has a d-a-Boyer Center for Molecular Medicine
g-b domain organization and is processed by S. cerevis-Yale University School of Medicine
iae proteases. The d domain is a leader sequence thatNew Haven, Connecticut 06536
mediates folding and secretion; the g domain is N-glyco-† Institute of Human Nutrition
sylated and required for maturation. Mature toxin is se-Departments of Physiology and Pediatrics
creted as an unglycosylated a-b heterodimer stabilizedColumbia University College of Physicians
by three intersubunit disulfide bonds. Mutational analy-and Surgeons
sis confirms the a-b product is necessary and sufficientNew York, New York 10032
to mediate cytotoxicity (Sturley et al., 1986; Zhu and
Bussey, 1991). The b subunit (83 amino acids) is essen-
tial for binding to whole cells, while the a subunit (103Summary
residues) is required to kill cells separated from the cell
wall (spheroplasts) (Skipper et al., 1984; Boone et al.,Killer strains of S. cerevisiae harbor double-stranded
1986; Sturley et al., 1986; Zhu and Bussey, 1991).RNA viruses and secrete protein toxins that kill virus-

K1-mediated cytotoxicity proceeds in two steps. First,free cells. The K1 killer toxin acts on sensitive yeast
mature toxin binds to a 1,6-b-D-glucan receptor on thecells to perturb potassium homeostasis and cause cell
yeast cell wall; the receptor is present on both sensitivedeath. Here, the toxin is shown to activate the plasma
and immune cells, and its expression requires activitymembrane potassium channel of S. cerevisiae, TOK1.
of KRE genes (Boone et al., 1990), most of which encodeGenetic deletion of TOK1 confers toxin resistance; ov-
cell wall biosynthetic enzymes. Subsequently, toxin dis-erexpression increases susceptibility. Cells express-
rupts regulated ion flux across the plasma membrane,ing TOK1 exhibit toxin-induced potassium flux; those
leading to cell death (Bussey et al., 1973; de la Pena etwithout the gene do not. K1 toxin acts in the absence
al., 1981). While most kre mutants do not bind toxinof other viral or yeast products: toxin synthesized from
(and are therefore resistant to its action), spheroplastsa cDNA increases open probability of single TOK1
produced from these strains are toxin sensitive (Busseychannels (via reversible destabilization of closed
et al., 1973, 1990). In contrast, kre3 and kre12 mutantsstates) whether channels are studied in yeast cells or
display normal toxin binding to the cell wall but yieldX. laevis oocytes.
spheroplasts that are toxin resistant (Al-Aidroos and
Bussey, 1978; Schmitt and Compain, 1995). This argues

Introduction that the final determinant of killing resides in the plasma
membrane rather than the cell wall.

Most strains of Saccharomyces cerevisiae carry one or K1 toxin is known to produce uncontrolled leakage of
more double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) viruses (Wickner, potassium, protons, ATP, and other small molecules
1992). Killer strains secrete virally encoded protein tox- from target cells (Bussey and Skipper, 1976; de la Pena
ins that are lethal to virus-free yeast strains; killer cells et al., 1981). The idea that cell death is principally due
are immune to the toxin they release (Bussey, 1981; to potassium efflux (Skipper and Bussey, 1977; de la
Bostian et al., 1984; Boone et al., 1986). The virus thereby Pena et al., 1980) gained support when high levels of
confers a growth advantage to its host, increasing its external potassium were demonstrated to be protective
survival in ecosystems of clinical, environmental, and (Kurzweilova and Sigler, 1993). Subsequently, it was
industrial significance (Starmer et al., 1992; Wickner, widely accepted that the mechanism underlying killing
1996; Magliani et al., 1997). Killer strains are exploited was de novo formation of ion channels by K1 toxin. This
in commercial fermentation (Van Vuuren and Jacobs, conclusion was based on observation of ion channel
1992), may influence the pathophysiology of opportunis- activity in toxin-treated spheroplasts or liposomes into
tic infections (Murphy et al., 1986; Pettoello-Mantovani which concentrated yeast cell culture supernatants
et al., 1995), and offer candidates for novel antimycotic were incorporated (Martinac et al., 1990). Here, we have
medications (Polonelli et al., 1986). Yeast viruses show tested and confirmed an alternative hypothesis: that K1
striking parallels to pathogenic dsRNA viruses of higher toxin activates ion channels endogenous to yeast cell

plasma membranes.eukaryotes (Cheng et al., 1994).
In this report, a plasma membrane target for K1 toxinThe type 1 killer system has at least two cytoplasmic

is identified. TOK1 is an outwardly rectifying, potassium-dsRNA components, L-A and M1. L-A is a 4.6 kb helper
selective ion channel with two pore-forming P domainsvirus encoding a Gag-Pol fusion protein that mediates
within each subunit (Ketchum et al., 1995). The channel
is expressed in the plasma membrane of yeast cells‡ To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: steve.
(Loukin et al., 1997) and remains functional in yeastgoldstein@yale.edu).

§ These authors contributed equally to this work. spheroplast preparations (Fairman et al., 1999). Among
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proteins encoded in the S. cerevisiae genome, only
TOK1 channels contain P domains, a structural feature
common to all known potassium-selective ion channels.
Genetic, biochemical, and electrophysiologic evidence
is presented to show that K1 killer toxin targets TOK1
potassium channels.

Results

TOK1 Deletion Confers Resistance to K1 Killer Toxin
If K1 toxin acts via TOK1 channels, deletion of the TOK1
gene from target cells should confer toxin resistance.
Conversely, overexpression of TOK1 might lead to in-
creased toxin sensitivity if naturally occurring levels of
the channel were insufficient for maximal toxin efficacy.
Cocultures of killer and toxin sensitive, nonkiller cells
were used to validate both predictions as follows. Killer
and nonkiller cells were mixed and incubated in fluid
cocultures for 16 hr. Subsequently, cultured cells were
spread on plates at low cell density for enumeration. As
the killer strain, K12 (Bussey et al., 1973), carries an
ade2 mutation, it yields red colonies. The nonkiller strain,
NY (TerBush et al., 1996), is wild type at this locus and
produces white colonies. Counting white colonies indi-
cated the number of nonkiller cells that survived cocul-
ture with K12 cells secreting virally encoded K1 toxin.

Figure 1 shows that deletion of TOK1 from NY cells
is protective against the cytocidal effects of K12 cells,
while overexpression of TOK1 decreases survival. K12
cells were incubated with wild-type NY cells, NY1TOK1
cells (in which TOK1 was constitutively overexpressed
behind the ADH promotor of a nonintegrating plasmid),
or NYDTOK1 cells (in which the 2.2 kb TOK1 gene was
deleted). Growth of few NY1TOK1 colonies and many
NYDTOK1 indicated their differential susceptibility to K1
toxin released by K12 cells. In the experiment shown in
Figure 1A, survival was 5-fold greater for cells without

Figure 1. TOK1 Deletion Confers Resistance to K12 Killer Cells andTOK1 than for those overexpressing the gene. As the
Cell-Free K1 Toxin

number of K12 cells in cocultures was increased, sur-
(A) Disruption of TOK1 increases target cell survival upon coculture

vival of nonkiller cells overexpressing TOK1 decreased with K12 killer cells. Representative grids from plates used to assess
sharply (Figure 1B, hatched bars). Conversely, cells de- survival of target cells (white colonies) after 16 hr coculture with
leted of TOK1 showed only a small change in survival K12 killer cells (red colonies) as in Experimental Procedures. More

NYDTOK1 cells were recovered from cocultures than NY oreven at high killer cell innocula (Figure 1B, open bars).
NY1TOK1 cells.Survival in seven coculture experiments, with a 1:1 ratio
(B) NYDTOK1 cells are insensitive to increasing numbers of K12 killerof K12 to nonkiller cells, was 30% 6 5% for NY cells,
cells in cocultures. In target cells, TOK1 was wild type (NY, solid),

15% 6 2% for NY1TOK1 cells, and 70% 6 8% for overexpressed (NY1TOK1, cross-hatch), or deleted (NYDTOK1, open).
NYDTOK1 cells compared to nonkiller cells cultured Assay as in (A); recovery after culture with K12 cells or alone; a ratio
alone (Figure 1B). of 1 indicates 1.8 3 107 cells of each type in a 3 ml culture. Mean 6

SEM for seven experiments.Construction of a complete cDNA copy of the coding
(C) Disruption of TOK1 increases target cell survival upon incubationsequence for K1 preprotoxin behind a PHO5 promotor
with K1 toxin. In target cells, the TOK1 gene was wild type (NY, solid),allows tightly regulated production of mature K1 toxin
overexpressed (NY1TOK1, cross-hatch), or deleted (NYDTOK1, open).

in nonkiller cells by adjusting inorganic phosphate levels Assay as in (A); recovery after incubation with cell-free toxin or
(Sturley et al., 1986). This strategy was used to produce control solution (Experimental Procedures). Mean 6 SEM for three
K1 toxin in NY cells in the absence of M1 virus; toxin experiments.
concentration was estimated by the killing zone method
(Experimental Procedures). When NY1TOK1 cells were
incubated in z50 nM K1 toxin, survival was just 30% 6 cells, non-toxin viral effects and yeast cell mating phero-

mones could be eliminated as potential confounding6% when compared to cells treated with control super-
natant, while it was 72% 6 5% for NYDTOK1 cells de- variables.
leted of the gene (Figure 1C). This supported the conclu-
sion drawn from cocultures that deletion of TOK1 Potassium Flux Induced by K1 Toxin Requires

the TOK1 Gene Productprotected NY cells from the cytopathic effects of K1
toxin. Moreover, as these experiments employed plas- Enhanced survival of NYDTOK1 cells after coculture with

killer cells or incubation with cell-free toxin indicatedmid-encoded, virus-free toxin produced in NY target
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cells proved most amenable to patch recording and
were used extensively after the strain was cured of M1
virus (Experimental Procedures).

TOK1 channels were readily recognized in patches
excised from spheroplasts based on their characteristic
gating kinetics, ion selectivity, current rectification, and
unitary conductance (Figure 3; Table 1). In all cases,
patches with one of more native TOK1 channels showed
increased channel activity when treated with z20 nM
K1 toxin (Figures 3A and 3B and Table 1; wild-type NY,
n 5 2 patches; CY162, n 5 12). Conversely, all patches
that displayed no TOK1 channel activity under control
conditions showed no new currents when exposed to
K1 toxin (Figure 3C; wild-type NY, NYDTOK1, and CY162
cells, n 5 3–5 patches).Figure 2. K1 Toxin Induces Potassium Flux in Yeast Cells Express-

ing TOK1

Uptake of 86rubidium (200 mM) in the presence of control (2) or K1 TOK1 Channels Expressed in Xenopus laevis
toxin (1) solution. In target cells, the TOK1 gene was wild type (NY, Oocytes Are Activated by K1 Toxin
solid), overexpressed (NY1TOK1, cross-hatch), or deleted (NYDTOK1, To explore the notion that K1 toxin enhances K1 trans-
open). Transport assays were performed in triplicate (Experimental

port via direct interaction with the channel, TOK1 wasProcedures). Mean 6 SEM for six experiments.
studied outside its natural yeast cell environment. TOK1
channels can be expressed in X. laevis oocytes by mi-
croinjection of TOK1 cRNA and studied after excisiononly that TOK1 played a central role in the cytopathic
of membrane patches under voltage clamp (Ketchummechanism of K1 toxin. It did not provide evidence that
et al., 1995). K1 toxin was found to specifically andTOK1 channels mediated permeability changes in target
reversibly increase the activity of TOK1 channels ex-cells or that killing involved altered potassium transport.
pressed in oocytes in the absence of other viral or yeastTo assess these issues, z20 nM K1 toxin, 86rubidium
cell proteins (Figures 4 and 5; Table 1). As in yeast(an analog of potassium), and a rapid filtration technique
spheroplasts, all patches with one of more TOK1 chan-were used (Experimental Procedures). If TOK1 channels
nels (n 5 36) showed increased channel activity whenand potassium flux were responsible for killing, flux of
treated with z20 nM K1 toxin (Figure 4A); this effect86rubidium was expected to accelerate on exposure to
was reversible, as washing patches with control solutiontoxin if target cells expressed TOK1 channels.
returned TOK1 channel activity to baseline levels (dataAs predicted, K1 toxin acted on whole yeast cells in
not shown, n 5 5). Conversely, all patches that displayeda TOK1-dependent fashion to increase transport of the
no TOK1 channel activity under control conditions alsopotassium analog. Thus, incubation with toxin increased
showed no new currents when exposed to K1 toxin (data86rubidium flux in wild-type NY cells expressing TOK1
not shown, n 5 11 patches).and in NY1TOK1 cells that overexpressed the gene but

had no effect on NYDTOK1 cells in which the gene was
deleted (Figure 2). Moreover, basal flux of 86rubidium K1 Toxin Increases TOK1 Channel Open Burst

Duration and Frequencywas least in NYDTOK1 cells, slightly greater in NY cells,
and pronounced in NY1TOK1 cells (Figure 2), consistent The mechanism by which K1 toxin increased TOK1

channel activity was next considered in oocytes. In bothwith the idea that the level of TOK1 channel expression
and 86rubidium flux were directly related to TOK1 gene the absence and presence of z20 nM K1 toxin, TOK1

channels opened in bursts, periods when the channeldosage. These findings supported two ideas: first, that
increased permeability of yeast cell plasma membranes moved rapidly and repeatedly between the open state

and a short-lived closed state (Figures 3A and 4A).to potassium was a step in the cytotoxic process medi-
ated by TOK1 channels; second, that K1 toxin increased Bursts of openings were interrupted by longer closures,

some lasting seconds. Visual inspection suggested thatpotassium flux by increasing the activity of TOK1 chan-
nels, perhaps by direct toxin:channel interaction. K1 toxin increased open probability by increasing the

duration and frequency of open bursts at the expense
of dwell time in closed channel states. This impressionK1 Toxin Increases the Activity of Native TOK1

Channels in Yeast Spheroplasts was confirmed when single-channel transitions were
idealized and dwell times estimated (Table 1) by theAs suspected based on flux studies, K1 toxin was found

to open single native TOK1 channels in yeast cell plasma method of Colquhoun and Sigworth (1995).
Closed time distributions for single TOK1 channelsmembranes. To show this, membrane patches were ex-

cised from yeast spheroplasts in outside-out configura- in control conditions were well-fit by three exponential
components (Figure 4B). Consistent with this analysis,tion, thereby exposing the extracellular face of the chan-

nels to a solution that could be varied during a recording three closed states were apparent in single-channel cur-
rent recordings (Figure 4A). Very long closures (Cverylong)session; channel function was then evaluated by voltage

clamp technique in the absence and presence of K1 were seen in condensed traces, long closures (Clong) in
10-fold expansions of the records (Figure 4A, inset a),toxin (Experimental Procedures). Three yeast strains

were studied: wild-type NY, NYDTOK1, and CY162, a and short intraburst closures (Cshort) in 100-fold expan-
sions (Figure 4A, inset b). Alternatively, open time histo-strain deleted of the potassium-selective transport pro-

teins TRK1 and TRK2 (Anderson et al., 1992); CY162 grams were well fit by a single exponential (Figure 4B),
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Figure 3. K1 Toxin Increases the Activity of
Native TOK1 Channels in Yeast Cell Sphero-
plasts

Outside-out patches containing native TOK1
channels were excised from spheroplasts
and studied with control or toxin solution (Ex-
perimental Procedures). Filtered at 1 kHz,
sampled at 5 kHz.
(A) A multichannel patch from an M1 virus–
cured CY162 spheroplast in control solution
and then z20 nM K1 toxin solution shows
activation of TOK1 channels.
(B) Representative single native TOK1 chan-
nel in a patch excised from a CY162 sphero-
plast studied at 60 and 260 mV in control or
z20 nM K1 toxin solution. Closed (C) and
open (O) states are indicated. The toxin in-
creases channel activity recorded at 60 mV
but does not produce new currents at 260
mV; this indicates the channels remain out-
wardly rectifying.
(C) Representative membrane patch excised
from a CY162 spheroplast studied at 40 and
240 mV in control or z20 nM K1 toxin solu-
tion, showing that no new currents are in-
duced if no TOK1 channels are observed un-
der control conditions.

and data from multichannel patches gave no evidence 5A). Nor did K1 toxin change the unitary slope conduc-
tance of TOK1 channels (Figure 5B; Table 1). Toxin appli-for additional open components (data not shown). When

single TOK1 channels were exposed to z20 nM K1 toxin, cation did not modify the effect of membrane potential
on closed state dwell times (Figure 5C) or open channelcurrent recordings and dwell time histograms continued

to reveal three closed and one open state (Figure 4B; burst duration and frequency (Figure 5E). Nor did toxin
modify the characteristic outward rectification of TOK1Table 1).

Application of K1 toxin increased the single-channel currents; TOK1 was the first non-voltage-gated, out-
wardly rectifying potassium channel to be cloned—itopen probability of TOK1 channels (Figure 5A). This was

associated with decreased dwell time in all three closed passes large outward potassium currents at potentials
positive to the equilibrium reversal potential for potas-states (Figure 5C), no change in the time constant for

the open state (Figure 5D), and increased mean duration sium and only small inward currents negative to this
potential (Ketchum et al., 1995; Loukin et al., 1997; Ver-and frequency of open channel bursts (Figure 5E).

Changes with z20 nM K1 toxin appeared to be maximal, gani et al., 1997). K1 toxin did not induce measurable
inward currents through single TOK1 channels at volt-as application of a 3-fold higher concentration of toxin

had no additional effect (data not shown). While K1 toxin ages negative to 0 mV, despite the presence of near
equal levels of potassium on both aspects of patchesincreased open probability, it did not modify other attri-

butes of TOK1 channels. (Figures 3B, 4A, and 5A). Nor did K1 toxin modify selec-
tivity of TOK1 channels for potassium over sodium andToxin activation did not alter the open probability/

voltage relationship for single TOK1 channels (Figure chloride. While inward TOK1 currents are too small to

Table 1. K1 Toxin Alters Function of Single TOK1 Channels in Oocytes and Spheroplast Membranes

Cverylong (ms) Clong (ms) Cshort (ms) O (ms) Oburst (ms) Burst Frequency (s21) Po gs (pS)

Oocytes
Control 250 6 140 15 6 7 1.2 6 0.4 0.8 6 0.1 37 6 16 4.2 6 0.6 0.15 6 0.06 32 6 2
Toxin 180 6 70 10 6 5 0.9 6 0.1 0.8 6 0.1 54 6 18 6.4 6 0.7 0.30 6 0.04 33 6 3

Spheroplasts
Control 320 6 60 13 6 3 1.5 6 0.2 0.8 6 0.1 39 6 13 3.9 6 0.6 0.12 6 0.08 35 6 4
Toxin 149 6 5 9 6 1 1.0 6 0.1 0.8 6 0.0 63 6 24 5.5 6 0.8 0.26 6 0.1 33 6 3

Time constants for three closed states and one open state of single TOK1 channels studied at 60 mV in outside-out patches excised from
M1 virus–free CY162 spheroplasts or X. laevis oocytes microinjected with TOK1 cRNA in the absence or presence of |20 nM k1 toxin
(Experimental Procedures). Closed and open state dwell time histograms were constructed from 5,000 to 50,000 events and time constants
calculated by maximum-likelihood fits to the data. All values are mean 6 SEM for 3–6 patches. At 40 mV, K1 toxin increased open probability
of single native TOK1 channels and channels in oocytes 2.8 6 0.1 fold and 2.6 6 0.2 fold, respectively. Our most important potential source
of error in evaluating steady-state open probability would be missed brief openings. That error is negligible in these measurements, as Oburst

is |40–60 ms, considerably longer than the minimum detectable event duration of 180 ms at the analysis bandwidth (1 kHz). Mean burst
duration was calculated according to [Wcs/ (1 2 Wcs)][Cshort 1 O] 1 O, where Wcs is the weight of Cshort. Mean burst frequency was calculated
according to (Po/mean burst duration).
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Figure 4. K1 Toxin Activates TOK1 Channels
Expressed in X. laevis Oocytes

Outside-out patches containing single TOK1
channels were excised from oocytes and
studied in 140 mM symmetrical potassium
with cell-free K1 toxin (Experimental Proce-
dures).
(A) Representative single channel recorded
in an outside-out patch with symmetrical 140
mM potassium solution at the indicated volt-
ages in the presence of control or z20 nM
K1 toxin solution (Experimental Procedures).
The closed (C) and open (O) states are indi-
cated. (Inset a) 10-fold expansion of the indi-
cated portion of the record at 30 mV to high-
light open channel bursts. (Inset b) 100-fold
expansion shows rapid transitions between
the open and short closed state within an
open burst. Scale bar represents 2.0 s, 0.2 s
(inset a), and 0.02 s (inset b). Filtered at 1 kHz
and sampled at 5 kHz.
(B) Representative closed and open state
dwell time histograms for a single TOK1 chan-
nel in control or z20 nM K1 toxin solution at
60 mV; each histogram represents 1–3 min
of recording analyzed by a 50% threshold
crossing method (Experimental Procedures)
and maximum-likelihood fits to the data.

study at the single-channel level, they are sufficiently Discussion
large in patches containing many channels to assess

The killer phenomenon has been recognized for overmacroscopic current reversal potential (Ketchum et al.,
three decades (Bevan and Makower, 1963). Mediated1995); reversal potentials in asymmetric potassium solu-
by dsRNA viruses, killer cells secrete virally encodedtions were the same in the absence and presence of
toxins that are lethal to yeast cells that do not harborz20 nM K1 toxin (Erev 5 275 6 3 mV, n 5 3). The effect
virus. Study of these mycoviruses has been driven byof toxin was specific in that z20 nM K1 toxin had no
their conspicuous similarity to RNA viruses that infecteffect on two unrelated potassium channels, IKs and IKr
humans and their importance to commercial and medi-(Abbott et al., 1999) (n 5 3, data not shown).
cal mycology. Nonetheless, the target for K1 killer toxin
and its mechanism of action have remained elusive. In
this report, a potassium channel native to yeast cellNative TOK1 Channels Function like Those
plasma membranes is shown to be one such target. K1Heterologously Expressed in Oocytes
toxin is seen to induce aberrant activity of TOK1 chan-Single TOK1 channels in patches excised from sphero-
nels leading to dysregulated potassium homeostasis.plasts were similar to channels expressed in X. laevis
Thus, deletion of TOK1 from target cells confers resis-oocytes when evaluated under control conditions and
tance to K1 toxin whether virally encoded (Figures 1Ain their response to K1 toxin (Table 1). Thus, TOK1 chan-
and 1B) or synthesized from a cDNA template (Figurenels from the two cell types were similar in appearance
1C). Likewise, K1 toxin accelerates flux of the potassium(Figure 6A). Quantitative analysis explained the resem-
analog 86rubidium only if yeast cells express TOK1 but

blance: native and expressed channels had similar
not if the channel gene is deleted (Figure 2). The mecha-

closed state time constants (Figure 6B), open state time nism of action of K1 toxin on TOK1 channels is described
constants (Figure 6C), unitary slope conductances (Fig- (Figures 3–6; Table 1): toxin increases the open probabil-
ure 6D), and single channel open probability/voltage ity of single TOK1 channels by destabilizing closed
relationships (Figure 6E). TOK1 channels from the two channel states. The toxin does not alter other attributes
cell types were also similar in mean open burst duration of TOK1 channels, including current rectification, ion
and frequency (data not shown). selectivity, or unitary current amplitude.

So, too, K1 toxin altered the function of native TOK1 Previously, K1 toxin was thought to damage sensitive
channels, as it had channels expressed in oocytes (Ta- cells by directly inserting into the plasma membrane to
ble 1). Single TOK1 channels in patches excised from form holes that allowed unregulated ion leakage (Mar-
spheroplasts in outside-out mode and exposed to z20 tinac et al., 1990). We see no evidence for direct insertion
nM toxin showed increased open probability, decreased in our studies. In all cases, membrane patches that
closed state dwell times, invariance of open state dwell showed no evidence for TOK1 channel activity under
time, and increased mean duration and frequency of control conditions demonstrated no new currents upon
open channel bursts. As in oocytes, K1 toxin did not application of either virally encoded or recombinant K1
alter unitary current magnitude or outward rectification toxin; this was true whether patches were excised from

spheroplasts or X. laevis oocytes. Conversely, nativeof single native TOK1 channels (Table 1; Figure 3B).
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Figure 6. Native TOK1 Channels Function like Channels ExpressedFigure 5. K1 Toxin Increases the Open Probability of TOK1
in X. laevis OocytesChannels
Outside-out patches containing single TOK1 channels were excisedSingle TOK1 channels were studied in outside-out patches excised
from spheroplasts or oocytes and studied as in Figures 3 and 4.from X. laevis oocytes in the absence of presence of z20 nM K1
(A) A single native TOK1 channel in a patch excised from an M1toxin (Experimental Procedures).
virus–cured CY162 spheroplast is similar in appearance to a single(A) K1 toxin increases the open probability of single TOK1 channels.
TOK1 channel excised from an oocyte when studied at the indicatedPlot of the single channel open probability/voltage relationships in
voltages. Closed (C) and open (O) states are indicated. Filtered atcontrol (filled) or K1 toxin (open) solution; the mean 6 SEM for 2–6
1 kHz and sampled at 5 kHz.patches at each voltage was fit to the Boltzmann function A/(1 1
(B) Dwell times of single native TOK1 channels in the short, long,exp[V1/2 2 V]/Vs])21, where A is a constant, V1/2 is the half-maximal
and very long closed states are similar to those in oocytes. Timevoltage, and Vs the slope factor; the values for control and toxin
constants for native (open) or heterologously expressed channelswere V1/2 5 34 6 5 and 34 6 4 mV and Vs 5 5.0 6 0.7 and 5.4 6
(filled).0.3, respectively. K1 toxin increased open probability 2.6 6 0.2 fold
(C) Dwell time of single native TOK1 channels in the open stateat 40 mV and 2.3 6 0.1 fold at 60 mV (Table 1). (Inset) All points
is similar to that in oocytes. Time constants for native (open) oramplitude histograms show the presence of K1 toxin (1) increases
heterologously expressed channels (filled).occupancy of the open state (arrow).
(D) Unitary conductance of single native TOK1 channels is indistin-(B) K1 toxin does not alter the unitary conductance of TOK1 chan-
guishable from that in oocytes. Plot of the single channel current/nels. Plot of the single channel current/voltage relationships in con-
voltage relationships for native (open) or heterologously expressedtrol (filled) or K1 toxin (open) solution for the patches in (A); slope
channels (filled); slope conductances calculated by linear regressionconductances were calculated by linear regression (Table 1).
(Table 1).(C) K1 toxin decreases the dwell times of single TOK1 channels in
(E) The open probability of single native TOK1 channels is similarthe short, long, and very long closed states. Time constants in con-
to that in oocytes. Plot of the single channel open probability/voltagetrol (filled) or K1 toxin (open) solution were determined as in Fig-
relationships for native (open) or heterologously expressed channelsure 4B.
(filled); the mean 6 SEM for 2–5 patches at each voltage fit as in(D) K1 toxin does not alter the dwell time of single TOK1 channels
Figure 5; V1/2 and Vs were 33 6 6 mV and 6 6 1, respectively, forin the open state. Time constants in control (filled) or K1 toxin (open)
native channels, and 34 6 5 mV and 5.0 6 0.7 for channels insolution were determined as in Figure 4B.
oocytes.(E) K1 toxin increases the mean burst duration and frequency of

single TOK1 channels. Values for control (filled) or K1 toxin (open)
conditions calculated from time constants as in Table 1.

1995). Martinac and colleagues did not observe TOK1
channels in spheroplasts nor altered TOK1 channel ac-
tivity because their solutions were formulated with ce-TOK1 channels recorded in spheroplasts and those ex-

pressed heterologously in X. laevis oocytes were, in all sium and/or explicitly excluded potassium.
Consistent with the idea that K1 toxin interacts with acases, activated by K1 toxin (Figures 3, 4, 5; Table 1).

One discrepancy between our findings and those of low abundance target on yeast cell plasma membranes
(like TOK1 channels), killing is associated with occu-Martinac and coworkers (1990) can now be understood.

TOK1 channels are strongly selective for potassium over pancy of as few as 104 sites per cell (Palfree and Bussey,
1979) and toxin concentrations of z50 nM (Bussey etsodium and are blocked by cesium (Ketchum et al.,
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al., 1979). That recombinant K1 toxin activates TOK1 Yeast strains with impaired potassium transporter
function (trk1 trk2) are now widely used to clone andchannels in X. laevis oocytes (Figures 4 and 5; Table 1)

indicates that additional viral or yeast products are not study potassium-selective ion channels and carriers
(Anderson et al., 1992; Sentenac et al., 1992; Schacht-required and suggests that K1 toxin interacts directly

with TOK1 channels. While toxin may act via an interme- man and Schroeder, 1994; Goldstein et al., 1996; Bertl
et al., 1998; Fairman et al., 1999; Minor et al., 1999).diary plasma membrane receptor present in both yeast

cells and oocytes, this seems unlikely. Conversely, it Laboratory strains of S. cerevisiae often harbor one of
three recognized killer systems (Wickner, 1992). Thus,appears that K1 toxin can also damage yeast cells by

a second cytopathic pathway; while TOK1-deleted NY CY162 is a K1 killer strain that was cured of M1 virus
for use in these studies (Experimental Procedures). Ourcells resist K1 toxin, cells do die after prolonged expo-

sure to killer cells (Figure 1B) or concentrated toxin (Fig- results suggest it is prudent to assess the killer pheno-
type of a strain prior to its use for studies of potassiumure 1C). We speculate that K1 toxin activates another

transporter endogenous to yeast cells, perhaps the large transport and that reports on the biophysical attributes
of TOK1 channels in CY162 cells (or strains that remainconductance ion channel observed by Martinac and co-

workers (1990). Our results explicitly exclude a role for uncharacterized with regard to killer status) should be
considered with caution.the potassium-selective transporters TRK1 and TRK2

(Ko and Gaber, 1991; Schachtman and Schroeder, Peptide toxins that act directly on potassium channels
to inhibit their function have been isolated from scorpi-1994), as they are present in NYDTOK1 cells and this

strain showed no acceleration of 86rubidium flux when ons, spiders, snakes, and snails (Miller, 1995; MacKin-
non et al., 1998; McIntosh et al., 1999). These toxinstreated with toxin (Figure 2).

Altered potassium flux has been a recognized feature have proven useful for channel purification, subtype
identification, and interrogation of channel structure andof K1 toxin-mediated killing, but its basis was uncertain

(Skipper and Bussey, 1977; de la Pena et al., 1980; Kurz- function. Activators of potassium channels identified to
date are small nonpeptide molecules that act throughweilova and Sigler, 1993). Here, we show that activation

of TOK1 channels is necessary and sufficient to account accessory proteins; some are used clinically to decrease
excitability. K1 toxin is novel both because it is virallyfor changes in potassium flux (Figure 2). Support for the

theory that increased TOK1 channel activity is sufficient encoded and a polypeptide that activates a potassium
channel. Elucidation of the structural basis for K1 toxinto kill yeast cells is found in the work of Loukin and

colleagues (1997), who identified three lethal tok1 mu- action and the isolation of agonists and antagonists
could prove relevant to commercial fermenting, protec-tants that activated more readily and closed more slowly

than wild-type channels. The changes in kinetics they tion of plants of environmental and agronomic impor-
tance, and medical antimycotic therapy.observed were attributed to accumulation of mutant

channels in a pre-open state (analogous to our Cshort)
and were similar in magnitude to the effects we observe Experimental Procedures

when wild-type TOK1 channels are exposed to K1 toxin
Strains, Plasmids, and Toxin Production(Table 1).
StrainsGating transitions of single TOK1 channels in mem-
Wild-type NY is NY1489 (MATa ura3-52 trp1 his 3-200) and was

brane patches excised from yeast cells and oocytes provided by P. Novick (TerBush et al., 1996). In NYDTOK1, the 2.2
(Table 1) support a model for function like that derived kb open reading frame for TOK1 is deleted and replaced by Trp1;

this was achieved with a PCR-mediated gene disruption strategyfrom macroscopic current measurements (Ketchum et
(Brachmann et al., 1998) using Trp1 amplified from a pRS304 (Sikor-al., 1995; Loukin et al., 1997; Vergani et al., 1997):
ski and Hieter, 1989) with primers containing 40 nucleotides of the
TOK1 ORF. Primer AA1 was 59TTATTTTACCGATTTCTATATATAT
GACAAGG-TTCATGAACTGTGCGGTATTTCACACCG39; primer AA2Cverylong ←→

k
3

k23

Clong ←→
k
2

k22

Cshort ←→
k

1

k21

O
was 59AGAGAATACATCCGTAGTAGTCTACAGTAAGATATAAAT
CAGAT TGTACTGAGAGTGCAC39. To confirm TOK1 deletion, geno-
mic DNA was amplified with AA1/AA2 to reveal a 1 kb Trp1 insertionMovement between Cshort and O represents the rapid
rather than the 2.2 kb TOK1 gene. NY1TOK1 is wild-type NY trans-state changes observed within single-channel open
formed with pTOK1, a nonintegrating plasmid carrying TOK1. K12bursts and the nearly instantaneous rise and fall of mac-
is a K1 killer strain (Bussey et al., 1973) that is (MATa ade2 arg).

roscopic currents associated with voltage steps (Ket- Isolates of CY162 (ura3-52 trk1 trk2) were provided by R. F. Gaber
chum et al., 1995; Loukin et al., 1997; Vergani et al., (Anderson et al., 1992) and C. Slayman (Bertl et al., 1998) and cured

of virus by repetitive passage at 408C, as described (Wickner, 1974).1997). Transit between longer closed states and Cshort

S6 yeast cells (a/a) are ultrasensitive to K1 toxin (Bussey, 1981).represents movement into and out of the open burst
Plasmids and K1 Toxin Production from cDNAstate and contributes to time-dependent phases in mac-
pSH6 contains K1 preprotoxin gene (Sturley et al., 1986) behind aroscopic current recordings. That K1 toxin decreases
PHO5 promotor, while p1A1R1-15 is the plasmid without the gene.

dwell time in closed states but not O suggests it in- pRS316 is a CEN/ARS, URA3, ampR shuttle vector modified to in-
creases the forward rate constants k3, k2, and k1 without clude an ADH promotor and terminator (Goldstein et al., 1996).

pTOK1 contains the 2.2 kb TOK1 ORF in pR316. K1 toxin was madealtering the rate for leaving the open state, k21. Structural
as before (Sturley et al., 1986). Briefly, wild-type NY cells were trans-and functional commonalities support the idea that simi-
formed with pSH6 or p1A1R1-15, grown in high phosphate, andlar mechanisms may underlie gating of classical voltage-
induced in low-phosphate solution at room temperature; cells weregated potassium channels (Perozo et al., 1998; Yellen,
removed by filtration and supernatants concentrated 100-fold in an

1998) and two P domain channels like TOK1 and dORK1 Amicon cell with a YM10 membrane to produce toxin or control
(Ketchum et al., 1995; Vergani et al., 1997; Goldstein et solutions. Activity was judged on 0.03% methylene blue yeast pep-

tone dextrose (YPD) plates (Sturley et al., 1986) seeded with sensitiveal., 1998; Ilan et al., 1999).
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cells. Toxin activity was assessed by a standard killing zone assay tape for analysis off-line using a 50% crossing method (Colquhoun
and Sigworth, 1995) and TAC software (Bruxton, Seattle, WA).(Bussey, 1981) and diluted to similar potency; judged by published

relationships for protein concentration to killing activity (Bussey et
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